CBHS Remote Learning Daily Schedule
for March 23rd-27th
Goals
● Provide the right balance of structure and flexibility, for both staff and students
● Be (relatively) simple, familiar and predictable
● Facilitate daily, meaningful, “live” connections between crew advisors and advisees as well as
frequent opportunities for meaningful contact between teachers and their students - as well as
among classmates and staff, every day
● Be designed to better fit the natural rhythms of a teen’s life (9am-3:30pm, instead of
8am-2:30pm)
Monday 3/23
9am-3:30pm

Tuesday 3/24
9am-3:30pm

Wednesday 3/25
9am-2:30pm

Thursday 3/26
9am-3:30pm

Friday
9am-3:30pm

A Day

B Day

Office Hours Day

A Day

B Day

9am-9:25- Virtual
Crew

9am-9:25- Virtual
Crew

9am-9:25- Virtual
Crew

9am-9:25- Virtual
Crew

9am-9:25- Virtual
Crew

9:30-10:55 - BK 4

9:30-12: English,
Social Studies,
Art and Wellness
Teachers
Available

9:30-10:55 - BK 1

9:30-10:55 - BK 4

10:55-11:25 Lunch

10:30-1:00: ELL
and Special Ed
Teachers
Available

10:55-11:25 Lunch

10:55-11:25 Lunch

9:30-10:55 - BK 1

10:55-11:25 Lunch

11:30-12:25 - Flex 11:30-12:25 - Flex
Time
Time/3-D
Modelling/10th
12:00-2:30:
Exceeds Reading
Science, Math and
12:30-1:55 - BK 2 12:30-1:55 - BK 5 World Language
Teachers
Available

11:30-12:25 - Flex 11:30-12:25 - Flex
Time/3-D
Time/3-D
Modelling/9th
Modelling
Exceeds Reading
12:30-1:55 - BK 2

12:30-1:55 - BK 5

2:00-3:30 - BK 3

2:00-3:30 - BK 3

2:00-3:30 - BK 6

2:00-3:30 - BK 6

The Remote Learning Daily Schedule Explained
Some Key Terms for Remote Learning
Synchronous Learning: when all students in a class are connecting with a teacher at the same time; it’s
synchronized. This is how an in-person school day usually works. This is how Virtual Crew will work next
week. This is how your Block courses may work s ome of the time next week.
Asynchronous Learning - when students are learning the same material from the same teacher, but not
at the same time. It’s not synchronized. This is how homework typically works. More of your schedule will
be more “asynchronous” next week than you are used to for in-person school.
Crew: Every day will start at 9am with a “Live” Crew, similar to how it happened on Tuesday. Watch
for a link to connect to from your crew advisor. We will use this time to check in with each other, share
news of the day and prep for the learning ahead. Your next crew is 9am next Monday, March 23rd.
Students will then follow their typical A/B day schedule on Monday (A Day), Tuesday B Day), Thursday
(A Day) and Friday (B Day).
What will happen during the blocks?
Teachers will share the lesson and work for each class meeting on Google Classroom. Some classes might
start with “live” (synchronous) learning for a lesson or an overview of the week’s work or a class
discussion on a reading. Some classes and courses may be totally asynchronous; a student might look on
google classroom and watch a video the teacher created and then work on related problems. The teacher
would then be available during the typical course time to answer questions or provide clarifications
through Google Hangout or written feedback or whatever means is best. In either scenario, student groups
might be tasked to have their own Google Meets during the instructional block to complete a
collaborative task. In all scenarios, teacher will take attendance daily based either on your virtual presence
or your demonstrated progress with the online course work during the desired time frame.
What if I am sick or have family obligations and can’t make it to one of the scheduled classes?
All you will need to know and find will be posted on that class’s Google Classroom. Any “live” classes or
parts of a class will be recorded and posted on the Google Classroom in case you can’t be there and need
to catch up. (But if you can be at a “live” class, you absolutely should be there.)
How will Flex Block work?
There are three situations when Flex Block is not flexible for students 1) If you have a class that meets
then (3D Modelling, Exceeds Reading), if your grade level decides to hold a class meeting (none are
scheduled next week) or if a teacher schedules a meeting with you or a group of you. Otherwise, students
will have control to use this time as they need to for their academic, mental and physical health. Some
students may be travelling to get school lunch during this part of the day.

What’s up with Wednesdays and “Office Hours Day”?
This day will work more like the way some college and online courses work. After Wednesday crew,
Wednesdays are fully asynchronous, and you will have the day to do the academic work you choose to do
when you want to do it. Each of your teachers will have 2.5 designated hours of office hours, spread out
between 9:30am and 2:30pm, to support you in learning. Some teachers may ask you to drop in as
needed; others will ask you to set up an appointment - or may make an appointment with you and/or some
subset of your class.
Is there a Block 7?
Yes, each teacher will still have one virtual Block 7 a week when you get help, re-take an assessment, etc.
With the adjusted school day hours, some teachers may now have their BK 7 before school
(7:45am-8:45am), and some may have theirs after last block (3:45-4:45). We will share each particular
teacher’s new BK 7 day and time next Monday during Crew.
If Remote Learning lasts beyond next week, will this always be our schedule?
It could be. In uncertain times, predictability in some parts of your life can be a very good thing. We
would likely use this schedule for at least two weeks. But if it becomes clear that Remote Learning
needed to last longer than a few weeks, we would seek student and faculty feedback and adjust this
weekly schedule as needed.
Does all this mean that we don’t get to hear Mr Shibles’ voice over the PA several times a day
reminding us to get to class and leave no trace?
Sadly, yes. But he is in negotiations with several of your parents to make unannounced visits to your
bedroom with his bullhorn as necessary.
Thanks for your openness and patience with the onslaught of change and new. We will review this
together in Crew next week.

